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Principles of Asset-Pricing Theory

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will study the body of asset-pricing theory that is most
appropriate to understanding the empirical tests that are reported later
in this book. In particular, we focus on the discrete-time, stationary dy-
namic asset-pricing models that have been derived over the past thirty
years or so. There are other classes of asset-pricing models, such as Mer-
ton’s continuous-time model (see Merton [1973]), but these have been
less important in empirical analysis. The models we will consider here
capture the essence of all modern asset-pricing theory, namely, that fi-
nancial markets equilibrate to the point that expected returns are deter-
mined solely by covariance with aggregate risk.

Such static models as the Capital Asset-Pricing Model (CAPM) can
be considered special cases. We focus on the dynamic models because
they potentially explain the (albeit small) predictability that one can
find in historical securities return data. Moreover, returns are usually
measured as tomorrow’s price plus dividend divided by today’s price. It
is customary in static asset-pricing models to take these returns as given.
That is, they are considered to be draws of some exogenous random-
number generator. Yet returns are based on prices. In particular, they
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involve the prices that will be set in tomorrow’s markets. To understand
how these prices are set, we need dynamic asset-pricing theory.

Dynamic asset-pricing theory builds on dynamic portfolio optimiza-
tion, which itself is based on stochastic dynamic programming. Themain
mathematical technique that one uses to solve dynamic programming
problems is the Bellman principle. We start out with a brief review of
this principle. We will elaborate on a simplification in the optimality
conditions that obtains in the portfolio optimization context. This sim-
plification is of utmost importance in empirical analysis because it elimi-
nates the need to solve for the key component of the Bellman principle,
namely, the Bellman function.

At the heart of asset-pricing theory is the notion that portfolio opti-
mizing agents meet in the marketplace, and that their demands interact
to drive prices to an equilibrium. The theory then focuses on the proper-
ties of securities prices in the ensuing equilibrium. The predictions are
very general and have been widely used in practical financial decision-
making.

Although asset-pricing theory focuses on equilibrium, little attention
has been paid to the question of how financial markets reach equilib-
rium. We shall refer to the latter throughout this book as the price dis-
covery process. The chapter will end with a brief description of how one
could go about modeling this process in a plausible and tractable way.
The exercise leads to some interesting conclusions, opening up the way
for much-needed further research.

1.2 Stochastic Dynamic Programming

We refrain from treating stochastic dynamic programming in its full gen-
erality. Instead, a specific problem is studied that encompasses most of
the portfolio optimization problems that have been the basis of discrete-
time, stationary dynamic asset-pricing models.

Let t index time: t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,T . (Inmuch of what follows, we take
T = ∞.) There is anM × 1 state vector xt and a K × 1 control vector yt . The
state vector xt summarizes the state of the investor’s environment: wealth,
parameters of the distribution of returns (if these change over time), the
riskfree rate (if a riskfree asset is available), the history of consumption,
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etc. The control vector yt consists of investment decisions: how much
does the investor choose to allocate to each available asset? We measure
these quantities in dollars, so that the total amount allocated to all avail-
able assets is also our investor’s gross investment, and consumption can
be obtained from subtracting gross investment from wealth.

Our agent has a period-t -utility function denoted by ut (xt , yt ), which
we will assume to be time-invariant, so that we can drop the time sub-
script: u(xt , yt ). Notice that utility can be both a function of the state and
the control variables. Because of our interpretation of state and control,
this dual dependence is necessary even if utility is just a function of period
consumption, because period consumption is not a separate control, but
can be obtained by subtracting gross investment (the sum of the control
variables) from wealth (one of the state variables), as we discussed in the
previous paragraph.

The agent discounts future utility by using a subjective discount fac-
tor δ. We assume:

δ ≤ 1. [1.1]

Let N (·) denote the discounted value of future utility:

N (x 0, x 1, . . . ; y 0, y 1, . . .) =
T∑
t=0

δt u(xt , yt ). [1.2]

The time-additivity seems restrictive, but the period-utility function u(·)
depends on both the control and the state, and the latter may include
the past history of consumption, so that period-utility may depend on
past consumption, effectively linking utilities of different periods. This
will be demonstrated later on, in the section on time nonseparable
preferences.

Rt+1 denotes the N × 1 stochastic shock vector, with distribution
function Ft (Rt+1|xt , yt ). The symbol Rt+1 indicates how we interpret the
shocks: they are the returns on the available assets (time t +1 prices plus
dividends, divided by time t prices). We take the distribution function to
be time-invariant, so that we can drop the time subscript: F (Rt+1|xt , yt ).
This is without loss of generality: variation over time in any parameter of
this distribution function can be captured by including the parameter in
the state vector on which the distribution function still depends.
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In portfolio optimization problems, the distribution of the shock will
only be allowed to be a function of the state, and not of the control. In
other words, we will not be able to control directly the distribution of the
shock. Because the shock is interpreted as the securities returns, this re-
striction is effectively an assumption of perfect competition: the agent must
take the distribution of returns as given. Thus, we will write F (Rt+1|xt ).
It may appear that our investor could impact the distribution of returns
indirectly, through the effect of controls on wealth (one of the state vari-
ables). Later on, we will explicitly rule out such indirect control as well.
In fact, this will lead to a vast simplification of the dynamic programming
problem that our investor faces. Again, these restrictions are not ad hoc:
they reflect the assumption of perfect competition.

The state moves (“transits”) from one state to another by means
of the following state-transition equation, which we also take to be time-
invariant (hence we drop the time index):

xt+1 = gt (xt , yt ,Rt+1)
= g (xt , yt ,Rt+1).

Notice that the distribution of the future state xt+1, conditional on the
past state xt and the control yt , is induced by the (conditional) distribu-
tion of Rt+1. Wealth is one of the state variables; hence, one of the state
transition equations will merely capture howwealth changes as a function
of returns and investment choice.

We want to maximize the expected discounted value of future utility:

maxy 0,y 1,...E
[
N (x 0, x 1, . . . ; y 0, y 1, . . .)|x 0

]
= maxy 0,y 1,...E

[
T∑
t=0

δt u(xt , yt )|x 0
]
.

Hopefully the solution will be simple. In particular, we hope that the
optimal policy yt is a function only of the contemporaneous state xt :
yt = ht (xt ), in which case one refers to a Markovian strategy. It is not
obvious that such an assumption is correct. In fact, it is not even obvious
whether the optimal policy will be measurable in the states: the optimal
policy may involve randomization. But if indeed yt = ht (xt ), then our
assumptions imply that the joint process of the state and the control is
Markovian (i.e., that its distribution conditional on the past depends only
on the immediate past).
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It would distract too much from the main purpose of this book if we
were to elaborate on the issue of whether the optimal policy is Markovian.
The reader is warned that the answer may be negative, and is referred for
further information to the excellent treatments in Bertsekas and Shreve
(1976) and Lucas and Stokey (1989).

If it exists and is measurable in xt , solving for the optimal policy yt
is facilitated by the Bellman principle, which states that there exists a
sequence of functions of the state only, Vt (xt ), t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., called value
functions, such that the optimal policies y 0, y 1, y 2, . . ., can be obtained by
recursively solving the following sequence of optimization problems:

Vt (xt ) = max
y

{
u(xt , y) + δE

[
Vt+1

(
g (xt , y,Rt+1)

) |xt
]}

. [1.3]

The reader should verify that our assumptions so far imply that the ex-
pectation of functions of future information (state, policy, shock) will
indeed be a function of the immediate past state and policy only.

Let us study the first-order conditions for the problem in (1.3). For
this to make sense, we must take u as well as Vt (t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) to be
continuously differentiable in their arguments. The former is a matter
of assumption, the latter is not. Again, the issue would distract us here,
but a discussion can be found in the aforementioned references.

The first-order conditions for control k are given in (1.4). Given xt ,
the optimal strategy (point) is determined by:

∂u(xt , y)
∂yk

+ δE

[
M∑
m=1

∂Vt+1(g (xt , y,Rt+1))
∂xm,t+1

∂gm(xt , y,Rt+1)
∂yk

|xt
]

= 0. [1.4]

Varying xt , we get a strategy function yt = ht (xt ), which we hope is con-
tinuously differentiable. Again, this is not obvious, and must be proven.

Very often, it is indeed possible to prove that a continuously differ-
entiable value function and Markovian strategies obtain, but computing
them explicitly may be impossible. This certainly is annoying when we
want to verify empirically an asset-pricingmodel that is based on dynamic
portfolio optimization. Our inference error is already influenced by our
ignorance of the key parameters that affect the distribution of the shocks
(we may not even know this distribution at all, and have to rely on non-
parametric procedures).We would like not tomake things worse by intro-
ducing an additional error from numerical computation of the optimum
portfolio strategies, if only because it is hard to control inference when
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the error is partly statistical (sampling error) and partly deterministic
(numerical error).

Fortunately, dynamic portfolio-allocation problems generally lead to
a simplification that effectively circumvents these issues. As a matter of
fact, we will have to compute neither the optimal policies nor the Bellman
functions when testing the asset-pricing model that they induce. This
obtains because of natural restrictions on the state transition equation,
which, like the restriction that the distribution of the shocks (returns) be
independent of the controls, are motivated by assuming perfect compe-
tition.

To see what happens in the abstract stochastic dynamic control prob-
lem, consider the envelope condition at t + 1:

∂Vt+1(xt+1)
∂xm,t+1

= ∂u(xt+1, ht+1(xt+1))
∂xm,t+1

+ δE

[
M∑
l=1

∂Vt+2(g (xt+1, ht+1(xt+1),Rt+2))
∂xl ,t+2

×

∂gl (xt+1, ht+1(xt+1),Rt+2)
∂xm,t+1

|xt+1
]

+ δ
∂E[Vt+2(g (xt+1, ht+1(xt+1),Rt+2))|xt+1]

∂xm,t+1
, [1.5]

where the last term has to be interpreted as the derivative of the expected
Bellman function w.r.t. the conditioning variable xt+1.

Now consider the case where:

1. The first state does not influence any of the state transition
equations:

∂gl (xt+1, ht+1(xt+1),Rt+2)
∂x1,t+1

= 0, [1.6]

where l = 1, . . . ,M ;
2. Neither does it influence the distribution of the future shock:

∂F (Rt+2|xt+1)
∂x1,t+1

= 0, [1.7]

and hence,
∂E[Vt+2(g (xt+1, ht+1(xt+1),Rt+2))|xt+1]

∂x1,t+1
= 0;
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3. None of the controls affects the state transition equations except
for the first state:

∂gm
∂yk

= 0, [1.8]

where m = 2, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . . ,K .

By interpreting the first state variable as wealth, these amount to as-
sumptions of competitive behavior on the part of the agent. The first as-
sumption states that the agent cannot indirectly control her environment
(through the impact of investment decisions—controls—on her wealth),
except, of course, for her own wealth (the first state variable). The second
states that she cannot indirectly control the distribution of asset returns
(shocks). The third assumption states that our investor cannot directly
control her environment (state vector, except wealth) either.

Combining (1.5) and (1.4) then implies that the first-order condi-
tions simplify to:

− δE


 ∂u(xt+1,ht+1(xt+1))

∂x 1,t+1
∂u(xt ,y)

∂yk

∂g 1(xt , y,Rt+1)
∂yk

|xt

 = 1. [1.9]

This is a remarkable simplification, because the first-order conditions do
not directly involve the Bellman function. The result is quite surprising,
because it says that the optimal control at t is entirely determined by the
impact on the ratio of marginal utility at t and at t + 1, given the optimal
policy at t + 1, as well as the effect on the state transition between t and
t + 1. It is unnecessary to account for effects on utility beyond t + 1. In
general, it is not sufficient to consider substitution effects between only
t and t + 1, because changes in the time t policy may influence utility far
beyond t + 1.

Because the expectation in (1.9) can be written as an integral, the
equation is really an integral equation, which prompted economists
to call it a stochastic Euler equation, a term borrowed from calculus of
variation.

Economists insist on stationarity. That is, they would like the Bellman
function and the optimal policies to be time-invariant functions of the
state. This will be important in the empirical analysis, as explained in
Chapter 2. Under stationarity, we can drop the time subscripts andmerely
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refer to the beginning-of-period state and policy as x and y, respectively,
and to the end-of-period state and policy as x ′ and y′, respectively. Let R
denote the period shock (return). The Bellman equation (1.3) becomes:

V (x) = max
y

{u(x, y) + δE[V (g (x, y,R))|x]}, [1.10]

and the first-order conditions are now:

∂u(x, y)
∂yk

+ δE

[
M∑
m=1

∂V (g (x, y,R))
∂x ′
m

∂gm(x, y,R)
∂yk

|x
]

= 0. [1.11]

The simplifying conditions are restated as follows.

1. The first state does not influence any of the state transition
equations:

∂gl(x
′, h(x ′), R′)
∂x ′

1
= 0,

where l = 1, . . . ,M ;
2. Neither does it influence the distribution of the future shock:

∂F (R ′|x ′)
∂x ′

1
= 0,

and hence,

∂E[V (g (x, h(x),R))|x ′]
∂x ′

1
= 0;

3. None of the controls affects the state transition equations except
for the first state:

∂gm
∂yk

= 0,

where m = 2, . . . ,M , k = 1, . . . ,K . The stochastic Euler equations
then simplify to:

− δE


 ∂u(x ′,h(x ′))

∂x ′
1

∂u(x,y)
∂yk

∂g 1(x, y,R)
∂yk

|x

 = 1. [1.12]

1.3 Application to a Simple Investment-Consumption Problem

Let us now translate the abstract results of the previous section into the
concrete problem of the simplest portfolio investment problem: how
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much to consume and how much to invest? There is one good, which
we refer to as the dollar. It can be either consumed or invested. In the
latter case, it produces an uncertain return.

Although unorthodox, the most transparent translation defines the
state and control (policy) variables as suggested in the previous section.
In particular, let the first state variable x 1 be wealth (measured in terms
of the single good) available for either consumption or investment at
the beginning of the period (x ′

1 will be available at the beginning of the
next period). We interpret the control as investment, and the shock as
return. Because there is only one asset,N = K = 1. Therefore, the policy
variable y is the remaining wealth at the beginning of the period, after
consumption has been subtracted. The shock variable R is the return on
the investment over the period. We impose the simplifying assumption
(1.7): the distribution of Rt is independent of x 1. Since x 1 is the in-
vestor’s wealth, the latter is really an assumption of competitive behavior,
as already mentioned: the investor never has enough wealth to influence
prices, and hence, the return distribution. The reader can immediately
infer from this that the present model cannot be used to analyze invest-
ment choice in a strategic environment (e.g., a monopoly or oligopoly).

Our specification implies the following for the first transition equa-
tion:

x ′
1 = g 1(x, y,R) = yR .

We need specify neither the nature of the remaining state variables nor
their transition equations. These state variables only influence the out-
come through their effect on the conditional distribution of the return
R . But we do assume that their state transition equations are unaffected
by investment, either directly or indirectly—assumptions (1.6) and(1.8).
This effectively means that our investor cannot influence her environ-
ment through her actions, except for her own wealth. Again, these are
assumptions about competitive behavior.

Let the utility be logarithmic, that is:

u(x, y) = ln(x 1 − y).
To facilitate cross-reference to established formulae in the literature,
let c denote consumption. Consumption is what remains after investing
wealth: c = x 1 − y. Define:

ũ(c) = u(x, y).
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Because we imposed (1.6)–(1.8), we can use the simplified first-order
conditions in (1.12) to find the optimal consumption-investment policy
(provided the outcome is stationary; otherwise, we have to refer to (1.9)).
In this case, (1.12) reads:

δE
[
x 1 − y
x ′
1 − y′R |x

]
= 1.

Let us guess an optimal policy where investment is proportional to the
beginning-of-period wealth, that is:

y = γ x 1. [1.13]

Of course, for stationarity, we should guess y′ = γ x ′
1 as well. The reader

can easily verify that this policy does indeed satisfy the first-order condi-
tions, with γ = δ. Writing this in terms of consumption:

c = (1− δ)x 1,

that is, our investor consumes a fixed fraction of her wealth.
In fact, we have obtained a well-known result, namely, that an investor

with logarithmic preferences invests in a myopic way: her investment pol-
icy does not change with the state of the world, except for her own wealth.
There can be substantial predictability in returns (through the state vari-
ables x 2, . . . , xM ), but our investor keeps investing a fixed fraction of her
wealth.

Notice that we did not have to solve for the Bellman function to find
the optimal policy—a dramatic simplification of the problem.

1.4 A Nontrivial Portfolio Problem

We can readily extend the above to the case where there are multiple
investment opportunities, called securities. The policy y is now a vector
with N entries, namely, the number of dollars to be invested in each
security. The return vector, R , has now N entries as well (K = N ). The
transition equation for the first state becomes:

x ′
1 = g 1(x, y,R) =

N∑
n=1
ynRn . [1.14]

Because we shall need it in the next chapter, we will consider general
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one-period preferences. They are a function of consumption c = x 1 −∑N
n=1 yn only:

ũ(c) = ũ(x 1 −
N∑
n=1
yn) = u(x, y).

Wemake the same simplifying assumptions as in the previous section,
and obtain the following stochastic Euler equations, written in terms of
consumption. For n = 1, . . . ,N ,

δE
[ ∂ũ(c ′)

∂c ′
∂ũ(c)
∂c

Rn |x
]

= 1. [1.15]

That is, the optimal portfolio is such that the (conditional) expectation
of the marginal rate of substitution of consumption times the return on
each asset equals δ−1.2

Equation (1.15) will be crucial to understanding asset-pricing theory.

1.5 Portfolio Separation

In the static (one-period) case, theorists observed early on that the opti-
mal portfolio strategy often involved portfolio separation, whichmeans that
the optimal portfolio for a variety (or even all) of risk-averse preferences
can be obtained as a simple portfolio of a number of basic portfolios,
referred to as mutual funds (see Ross [1978]). This facilitated the de-
velopment of asset-pricing models. In particular, it led to the CAPM of
Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Mossin (1966).

Given its importance in empirical research, we should examine the
static case. Although we have been working in a dynamic context, it is
fairly easily adjusted to accommodate the static models by considering
the last period, T − 1 to T . To simplify notation, let the primed variables
(x ′, y′) refer to time T , and those without a prime (x , y) refer to time
T − 1. R denotes the return over (T − 1,T ).

2. The ratio of marginal utilities is traditionally referred to as the marginal rate of
substitution. The term is suggested by the nonstochastic case, where the optimal rate
of substitution of consumption over time or across goods is indeed given by the ratio
of marginal utilities, as a consequence of the implicit function theorem. Any introductory
textbook in economics establishes this relation.
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At T , the investor consumes everything: c ′ = x ′
1.

Consider quadratic utility:

ũ(c) = ac − b
2
c 2,

where a > 0 , b > 0 . Marginal utility is a function of c :
∂ũ(c)
∂c

= a − bc .
With quadratic utility, investors care only about the mean and variance of
the return on their portfolio. For this reason, quadratic utility is often re-
ferred to as mean-variance preferences, and the optimal portfolio as the
mean-variance optimal : it provides minimal return variance for its mean.

The optimality condition in (1.15) can be applied directly, produc-
ing:

δE[(a − bx ′
1)Rn |x] = λ, [1.16]

where

λ = a − bc .
(The second-order condition for optimality holds, because b > 0 .)

To show how portfolio separation works, split the payoff on the op-
timal portfolio (

∑N
n=1 ynRn , or, equivalently, x

′
1) into (1) a riskfree part

with return RF (assuming it exists) and (2) a portfolio of risky securities
only, with return Rb :

x ′
1 = ηF ,xRF + ηb,xRb ,

where ηF ,x is the dollar amount invested in the riskfree security, and ηb,x

is the dollar amount invested in risky securities (these quantities can
vary with x , whence the subscript). Let us refer to the portfolio of risky
securities only as the benchmark portfolio.

Now project the excess return on security n onto that of the bench-
mark portfolio:

Rn − RF = αn,x + βn,x(Rb − RF ) + εn . [1.17]

This is a conditional projection, which means that the error satisfies the
following conditional moment restrictions:

E[εnRb |x] = E[εn |x] = 0. [1.18]
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The conditioning justifies the subscript x on the intercept and slope, αn
and βn , respectively. If time-variant, the riskfree rate RF will be one of the
remaining state variables x 2, . . . , xM . Hence, (1.18) is equivalent to

E[εn(Rb − RF )|x] = E[εn |x] = 0,

which is the usual definition of (conditional) projection.
Apply the optimality condition in (1.16) to Rn and RF and take the

difference:

δE[(a − bx ′
1)(Rn − RF )|x] = 0. [1.19]

Next, apply (1.17):

δE[(a − bx ′
1)αn,x |x]+ δβn,xE[(a − bx ′

1)(Rb − RF )|x]
+ δE[(a − bx ′

1)εn |x] = 0. [1.20]

By construction (see (1.18)), the third term is zero:

E[(a − bx ′
1)εn |x] = aE[εn |x]− ηF ,xRF bE[εn |x]− ηb,x bE[εnRb |x] = 0.

The second term is zero, by the assumption that x ′
1 is constructed opti-

mally: (1.19) holds for each Rn , which means that it holds for any linear
combination (portfolio) of returns, and, in particular, for Rb .

So, if Rb is to provide the return on the risky part of the optimal portfolio, it
is necessary that, for all n:

αn,x = 0. [1.21]

When (1.21) holds, the first term in (1.20) will be zero as well, as required
by optimality.

The condition in (1.21) is sufficient as well: it can be used to construct
an optimal portfolio for any person with quadratic utility (i.e., any choice
of a and b): first determine for which benchmark portfolio the return Rb
is such that αn,x = 0, for all n. Next, choose the weights ηF ,x and ηb,x

such that the second term in (1.20) is zero. The third term will be zero
by construction.

We have obtained portfolio separation: the optimal portfolio for in-
vestors with quadratic utility can be obtained as a linear combination
of the riskfree security and a benchmark portfolio that is the same for
everyone. This also means that all investors effectively demand the same
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portfolio of risky securities in the marketplace, a powerful result that can
readily be exploited to get sharp asset-pricing results, as illustrated below.

It is interesting to work out the choice of ηb,x that makes the resulting
portfolio of the riskfree security and the benchmark portfolio optimal for
a given investor. It is (the derivation is left as an exercise):

ηb,x = − E[Rb − RF |x]
var(Rb − RF |x)

a − bE[x ′
1|x]

−b . [1.22]

That is, the optimal choice is minus the product of the reward to risk ratio
times the ratio of the expected marginal utility of future wealth over the
change in this expected marginal utility. The implications are intuitive:
as the coefficient of risk aversion, b , increases, ηb,x decreases (provided
the reward to risk ratio is positive). This means that a more risk-averse
person puts fewer dollars into risky investments.

An important caveat is in order. Portfolio separation will obviously
not obtain if investors hold differing beliefs about the distribution of
returns and states, because they would each compute different expecta-
tions, variances, and covariances. Their portfolio demands would reflect
these differences in beliefs, and hence, cannot necessarily be described
in terms of demand for a riskfree security and a benchmark portfolio,
even if they all have quadratic preferences.

Two final remarks:

1. There is a way to obtain portfolio separation for all types of risk-
averse preferences, not just quadratic preferences. We merely have
to turn the linear projection conditions in (1.18) into conditional
mean independence:

E[εn |Rb − RF , x] = 0. [1.23]

(See Ross [1978].) In other words, the projection in (1.17) is a
regression.3 If returns are (conditionally) normally distributed,

3. There is a subtle but important distinction between linear projection and regres-
sion that is not always made clear in introductory textbooks of statistics or econometrics.
Projection is a mere mathematical exercise that is always possible (except for pathological
cases): one computes the intercept and slope in such a way that the error is uncorrelated
(i.e., orthogonal) to the variable on the right-hand side of the equation (i.e., the explana-
tory variable). Regression, in contrast, is a statistical exercise. One determines the function
of the explanatory variable that provides the expectation of the variable on the left-hand
side (i.e., the dependent variable). It is rare that this function is linear. If it is, then the
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linear projection and regression coincide, which means that we
automatically obtain portfolio separation, no matter what the
investors’ preferences are. That normally distributed returns give
portfolio separation will be demonstrated explicitly in the last
section of this chapter.

2. The conditional mean independence restriction in (1.23) is restric-
tive and may hold only if two or more benchmark portfolios are
considered simultaneously. That is, one may need K benchmark
portfolios (K ≥ 2) with returns Rb,k , such that the error in

Rn − RF = αn,x +
K∑
k=1

βk,n,x(Rb,k − RF ) + εn

satisfies the conditional mean independence restriction

E[εn |Rb,k − RF , k = 1, . . . ,K ; x] = 0.

If so, we will obtain K + 1-fund portfolio separation: K benchmark
portfolios will be needed to reconstruct an investor’s optimal
portfolio, in addition to the riskfree security.

1.6 Toward the First Asset-Pricing Model

Having explored portfolio choice, we are now ready to establish our first
asset-pricing result. We already hinted at it in the previous section.

Let us assume that two-fund portfolio separation holds, that is, in-
vestors’ optimal portfolios can be decomposed into a riskfree security
and a benchmark portfolio of risky securities only. This would obtain if
all investors use quadratic utility, or if returns on risky securities are jointly
normally distributed.We also assume that investors hold common beliefs.
The situation is thus vastly simplified: all investors demand the same port-
folio of risky securities (the benchmark portfolio). This demand meets
the supply in the marketplace. The supply of risky securities is called the
market portfolio. For the market to be in equilibrium (i.e., for demand

coefficients can be found by projection, and the error will not only be uncorrelated with
the explanatory variable, but also mean-independent. This means that the assumption of
a linear regression function is a restriction on the data. A quite severe one, for that matter,
but it does obtain when the explanatory and independent variables are jointly normal.
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to match the supply) the market portfolio and the benchmark portfolio
must coincide.

This implies, in particular, that the market portfolio must be an optimal
portfolio, which means that it satisfies the same restrictions as the bench-
mark portfolio, namely, (1.21). Let RM denote the return on the market
portfolio. Project the excess return on all the assets onto that of the mar-
ket portfolio:

Rn − RF = αMn,x + βMn,x(RM − RF ) + εMn . [1.24]

The error will have the following properties:

E[εMn RM |x] = E[εMn |x] = 0.

In equilibrium:

αMn,x = 0, [1.25]

for all n.
This asset-pricing model has become known as the CAPM and was

first derived by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Mossin (1966). Tak-
ing expectations in (1.24), we can rewrite the condition in (1.25) in a
more familiar form. For all n:

E[Rn − RF |x] = βMn,xE[RM − RF |x]. [1.26]

That is, the expected excess return on a security is proportional to its risk,
as measured by the projection coefficient . The projection coefficient has
become known as the security’s beta.

There are two important remarks to be made about the develop-
ments so far. First, at the core of the CAPM is the notion of equilibrium.
That is, the predictions that the theory makes about prices in a finan-
cial market rely on the belief that these markets somehow equilibrate.
There is a school of thought in economics, the Neo-Austrian school, that
rejects the very idea that markets equilibrate. We demonstrate later that
equilibration, or price discovery, as we call it, is indeed far from a foregone
conclusion.

Second, although (1.26) is referred to as an asset-pricing model,
prices do not enter explicitly. They only enter implicitly, in that the re-
turn equals tomorrow’s payoff divided by today’s price. Equilibration,
then, requires that the market search for the prices such that the return
distributions for all the securities satisfy (1.26). There is an issue as to
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whether there exist prices such that (1.26) can hold at all. That is, equilib-
rium existence is not a foregone conclusion. We will postpone discussion
until the end of this chapter.

1.7 Consumption-Based Asset-Pricing Models

The argument that led to the asset-pricing model in the previous section
is based on identification of a portfolio that must be optimal in equilib-
rium. A variation of this argument is to identify a consumption process
that must be optimal in equilibrium. Let us investigate this now.

We again start with the first-order conditions, this time expressed
directly in terms of consumption, namely 1.15:

δE

[
∂ũ(c ′)
∂c ′

∂ũ(c)
∂c

Rn |x
]

= 1. [1.27]

This is a restriction at the individual level, prescribing how individual
consumption must correlate with asset returns to be optimal. It is silent
about market-wide phenomena, in particular, equilibrium.

It does become an equilibrium restriction, however, if it holds for all
investors, that is, if all investors implement a consumption-investment
policy that is optimal, and hence, satisfies (1.27).

It is hard to test such a proposition, for lack of data on individual
consumption. One would like to work with aggregate data, which are
more readily available. In particular, a restriction in terms of aggregate
consumption is desirable.

We immediately conclude that if all investors are alike, aggregate
consumption (both preferences and beliefs) must be optimal as well, for
in that case, aggregate and private consumption are perfectly correlated
(i.e., in equilibrium).

We thus obtain Lucas’ consumption-based asset pricing model (Lu-
cas [1978]), which states that the aggregate consumption at the begin-
ning and end of each period, cA and c ′A, respectively, must be such that

δE

[
∂ũ(c ′A)
∂c ′

∂ũ(cA)
∂c

Rn |x
]

= 1, [1.28]

for all n.
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The assumption of identical investors is objectionable, but can read-
ily be relaxed in two ways:

1. One could assume that financial markets are complete, which
means that there are an equal number of securities and possible
outcomes. This is equivalent to saying that all risk can be insured
(even if not necessarily at a fair price). Arrow (1953) and Debreu
(1959) have shown that in such a case: (i) markets equilibrate; and
(ii) the equilibrium consumption processes are Pareto optimal, in
the sense that they solve a dynamic economy-wide consumption-
investment problem as in (1.3), with respect to a social welfare
function that is of the same form. In other words, there exists
a representative agent whose preferences are described by this
social welfare function, and who finds the aggregate consumption
process to be optimal given the returns provided in the financial
markets. The asset-pricing restriction (1.28) would then hold for
aggregate consumption (see also Constantinides [1982]).4

2. One could restrict attention to preferences that can be “aggre-
gated,” in the sense that aggregate consumption and investment
demands are as if determined by some aggregate investor. The
idea is analogous to that of portfolio separation, where every in-
vestor essentially demands the same portfolio(s) of risky securities,
but it extends to consumption as well. In this case, (1.28) should
hold for aggregate consumption; otherwise the market is not in
equilibrium (some investor, and hence, the aggregate investor, was
not able to implement optimal consumption-investment plans).
See Rubinstein (1974) for a list of preferences for which aggrega-
tion obtains.

It would distract us to elaborate on the technical aspects of either of
the above relaxations on the assumption of identical investors. The in-
terested reader should consult the references.

4. There seems to be little appreciation in the literature that this argument is prob-
lematic, because the welfare function will generally not be state-independent (as u in (1.28)
is). The welfare function is really a weighted average of the utility function of all the agents
in the economy, with the weights determined by marginal utility of wealth. Hence, the
weights depend on the distribution of wealth, and the welfare function will as well. That is,
the welfare function depends on state variables that capture the distribution of wealth.
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The consumption-based model in (1.28) has the advantage that it is
dynamic, in contrast to the CAPM, which is static. But the CAPM has the
advantage that it provides equilibrium restrictions in terms of financial
market data only. Instead, the consumption-based model is cast in terms
of aggregate consumption. Although aggregate consumption data are
available, they may not be as reliable as pure financial data. The frequent
revision of older aggregate consumption statistics demonstrates their
unreliability.

Rubinstein (1976) has derived a simple dynamic asset-pricingmodel,
where he managed to substitute the market portfolio for aggregate con-
sumption. We cover it in some detail here, because it features promi-
nently in later chapters, both theoretically and empirically. (Rubinstein
derived more general versions of the model than we discuss here; we
focus on the simplest one, because of its pedagogical merits.)

We assume that investors are all alike (beliefs and preferences), and
that they have logarithmic preferences, as in Section 1.3. In this case,
optimal aggregate consumption is a fixed fraction of aggregate wealth.
Letting xA and x ′

A denote aggregate wealth at the beginning and end of
the period, respectively, this means:

cA = (1− δ)xA

and

c ′A = (1− δ)x ′
A.

What is the future aggregate wealth? From the transition equation
in (1.14), we can infer that it is determined by the payoff on the shares
that the aggregate investor demands:

x ′
A =

N∑
n=1
yA,nRn,

where yA,n denotes the aggregate demand for security n. At the same
time, today’s aggregate wealth equals the total amount invested (i.e.,
δxA). Hence, the total return that is demanded equals x ′

A/(δxA).
For the market to be in equilibrium, this demanded return must

equal the total return available in the marketplace. Hence, it must be
the return on the market portfolio, if we allow it to include the riskfree
security (which we did not permit in the previous section). This implies:
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x ′
A

δxA
= RM .

Plugging this in (1.28) generates the following equilibrium restric-
tions:

E
[
δxA
x ′
A
Rn |x

]
= E

[
1
RM
Rn |x

]
= 1, [1.29]

for all n. We will refer to this set of restrictions as Rubinstein’s model.
There is a close relationship between the CAPM and Rubinstein’s

model, not surprisingly. A few additional assumptions bring us very close,
but there is an important difference, which justifies paying some atten-
tion to the difference between CAPM and Rubinstein’s model.

Assume, in particular, that RM is conditionally lognormal with
E[lnRM |x] = µM ,x , var(lnRM |x) = σ 2

M ,x . Likewise, some individual as-
set returns are lognormal, say, assets n = 1, . . . ,N 1, with E[lnRn |x]
= µn,x , var(lnRn |x) = σ 2

n,x . Not all assets can be lognormal, because the
market portfolio is a linear combination of all the assets, and could not
have a lognormally distributed return, because linear combinations of
lognormal random variables are not lognormal.

The correlation between lnRM and lnRn (n = 1, . . . ,N 1) is ρn .
Tedious algebra (see the Exercises) reveals the following:

µn,x − lnRF = 2β̃Mx,n(µM ,x − lnRF ) − 1
2σ

2
n,x . [1.30]

The risk measure is:

β̃Mx,n = cov(lnRn, lnRM |x)
var(lnRM |x) .

The correction term − 1
2σ

2
n,x is typical when lognormal random variables

are transformed by the logarithmic function.
(1.30) is almost the CAPM; compare to (1.26). But the restriction

obtains only for log returns, and even then is not formally the same.
In particular, the market portfolio will not be optimal for an investor
using quadratic utility (i.e., it will not be mean-variance optimal). But it
is optimal for logarithmic preferences.

This version of Rubinstein’s model also makes an interesting predic-
tion about the expected log return of the market portfolio. As an exer-
cise, the reader is asked to prove that:
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µM ,x − lnRF = σ 2
M ,x − 1

2σ
2
M ,x . [1.31]

(The term − 1
2σ

2
M ,x is deliberately kept separate, because it is a standard

correction for lognormal random variables.) That is, the average loga-
rithmic return in excess of the log return on the riskfree asset is pro-
portional to the asset’s conditional variance. Hence, the risk premium
on the market portfolio is determined by its variance. The higher the
variance, the higher the marketwide risk premium. This implication is
similar to the one found inMerton (1980) (which presents a continuous-
time model).

1.8 Asset-Pricing Theory: The Bottom Line

Let us try to distill the common prediction of the asset-pricing models we
have been studying. They all originate in the stochastic Euler equations
of (1.15), and state that

E[ARn |x] = 1, [1.32]

where A measures aggregate risk. In the CAPM, A is a linear transforma-
tion of the return on the market portfolio. In Lucas’ consumption-based
model,A is themarginal rate of substitution of consumption in the begin-
ning and end of a period. In the Rubinstein model, it equals the inverse
return on the market portfolio, that is,

A = 1
RM

. [1.33]

We can express (1.32) in terms of covariances. Because it is always
true that for two random variables Y and Z , E[YZ |x] = cov(Y ,Z |x) +
E[Y |x]E[Z |x], we can restate (1.32) as follows:

E[Rn |x]− RF = −cov
(

A
E[A|x] ,Rn |x

)
. [1.34]

That is, mean excess returns are proportional to the covariance with
aggregate risk.

Equation (1.34), then, is the central prediction of asset-pricing
theory.
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1.9 Arrow-Debreu Securities Pricing

It wasmentioned before that one version of Lucas’model is the complete-
markets model of Arrow (1953) and Debreu (1959).5 In it, a particular
type of security plays an important role, namely, the Arrow-Debreu security,
referred to as AD security. It pays one dollar in one state, and zero in all
others. It may not be traded literally, but can be obtained by a portfolio
of traded securities.

Consider two end-of-period states w and v. Let the beginning-of-
period price of AD security w be Px,w . Let Px,v denote the beginning-
of-period price of AD security v. The return on the former, Rw , equals:

Rw =
{ 1
Px,w

if state w occurs,

0 otherwise.
Likewise,

Rv =
{ 1
Px,v

if state v occurs,

0 otherwise.
Let πx,w and πx,v denote the conditional probabilities of state w and v,
respectively.

Apply Lucas’ model (1.28) to obtain:

Px,w = δπx,w

∂ũ(c ′A,w )
∂c ′

∂ũ(cA)
∂c

,

where c ′A,w denotes the aggregate end-of-period consumption in state w .
Likewise,

Px,v = δπx,v

∂ũ(c ′A,v )
∂c ′

∂ũ(cA)
∂c

.

Assume states w and v are equally likely (i.e., πx,w = πx,v). Taking
the ratio of the two state prices produces:

5. The two models are not nested: Lucas’ model is stationary, whereas Arrow and
Debreu’s model obtains in a nonstationary world as well; Lucas’ model may obtain in an
incomplete market (i.e., a market where not all risk can be insured); the Arrow-Debreu
model requires completeness. Most importantly, the Arrow-Debreumodel does not require
that investors hold commonbeliefs; theymay disagree, but not to the point that one investor
thinks a state is impossible whereas another one thinks that it is possible.
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Px,w
Px,v

=
∂ũ(c ′A,w )

∂c ′
∂ũ(c ′A,v )

∂c ′

. [1.35]

That is, the ratio of the AD securities prices for two equally likely states is
given by the ratio of the marginal utilities of aggregate consumption.

This has an important implication. Because marginal utility is de-
creasing (reflecting risk aversion), states with lower aggregate consump-
tion will command a higher price . Loosely speaking, insurance for states
with low aggregate consumption is relatively expensive.

1.10 Roll’s Critique

The CAPM as well as Rubinstein’s model are examples of a class of mod-
els that we could best describe as portfolio-based asset-pricing models. They
identify a particular portfolio that must be optimal for the market to be
in equilibrium. In both models, the market portfolio must be optimal. In
the CAPM, the market portfolio is mean-variance optimal, and includes
only risky assets. In Rubinstein’s model, the market portfolio is optimal
for logarithmic preferences, and must include the supply of riskfree se-
curities.

If we cannot observe the portfolio that portfolio-based asset-pricing
models predict to be optimal, the theory is without empirical content.
Using a proxy portfolio will not do. For an optimal portfolio always exists
(absent arbitrage opportunities), and hence, we could by chance choose
a proxy that happened to be optimal (i.e., that satisfies the restrictions
of asset-pricing theory).

This is the core argument of the Roll critique (Roll [1977]). In the
context of the CAPM, Roll demonstrated that high correlation between
the return on the proxy and the market portfolio is no indication that
there is much to be learned from the properties of the proxy about the
mean-variance optimality of the market portfolio.

In particular, let us suppose that, for some benchmark portfolio with
return Rb , we find that αn,x = 0 for all n in
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Rn − RF = αn,x + βn,x(Rb − RF ) + εn .

This is not a test of the CAPM, but only an indication that the benchmark
portfolio is mean-variance optimal. At best, it is a test that no arbitrage
opportunities exist, for otherwise there would not be a mean-variance
optimal portfolio.

The existence of such a portfolio can be exploited, however, to sum-
marize the data. If we can find a benchmark portfolio (or combination
of benchmark portfolios) that is mean-variance optimal, we can use a
security’s beta to determine its expected excess return:

E[Rn − RF |x] = βn,xE[Rb − RF |x]. [1.36]

If the same portfolio (or set of portfolios) is found to be optimal across
markets and over time, we conclude that there is a regularity in the data
that can be used to predict expected excess returns in the future or in
cross-section. Again, this is not evidence that financial markets equili-
brate according to asset-pricing theory, but it is an interesting empirical
fact that provides useful summary information about how markets price
securities.

One wonders whether this is how recent work in empirical asset pric-
ing has to be interpreted, because benchmark portfolios are being used
that bear little relationship with the theory, and yet are found to bemean-
variance optimal. The prototype is Fama and French (1996); a recent sur-
vey is Cochrane (1999). When multiple benchmark portfolios are found
to explain the cross-section of expected excess returns, the outcome is
called a multifactor asset-pricing model. This term is objectionable: unless
there is a theoretical reason why the factor portfolios “work,” it should
not be referred to as an asset-pricing model.

1.11 Time Nonseparable Preferences

Early in this chapter, it was mentioned that our framework could accom-
modate time nonseparabilities, even if, from (1.2), our preferences look
purely separable. In particular, we can make utility depend on past con-
sumption levels.
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Consider the following utility function, evaluated at a state and con-
trol of the future (variables with a prime):

u(x ′, y′) = (x ′
1 − y′ + λx ′

s)
γ+1

γ + 1
, [1.37]

where x ′
1 denotes future wealth before consumption (as before), y

′ de-
notes future wealth after consumption (the control), and x ′

s is a new state
variable with transition equation:

x ′
s = x 1 − y;

λ is a parameter. Effectively, future-period utility is a function of (1)
future consumption x ′

1−y′, and (2) prior-period consumption x 1−y. This
is a simple way of overcoming time separability in standard preferences.
When λ < 0, consumption is intertemporally complementary, and one
refers to this situation as habit persistence. A continuous-time version of
this class of preferences was studied, among others, in Constantinides
(1990) and Sundaresan (1989).

To simplify notation, let

z = x 1 − y + λxs .

The future equivalent carries a prime:

z ′ = x ′
1 − y′ + λx ′

s .

We use double primes when referring to two periods in the future:

z ′′ = x ′′
1 − y′′ + λx ′′

s .

As an exercise, the reader is asked to write down the resulting Bellman
function for a standard portfolio problem, derive the first-order condi-
tions, and to use the envelope condition to conclude that, for optimality,

− zγ + δE
[(

(z ′)γ + δλE[(z ′′)γ |x ′]
)
Rn |x

]
− δE[λ(z ′)γ |x] = 0. [*]

Under Lucas’ assumption of a representative agent, these optimality
conditions generate the following asset-pricing model. We will use the
subscript A to indicate aggregate variables (i.e., those based on aggregate
consumption):

E[ARn |x] = 1,
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with

A = δ
(z′

A)
γ + δλE[(z′′

A)
γ |x ′]

z
γ

A + δλE[(z′
A)

γ |x] . [1.38]

1.12 Existence of Equilibrium

Wedefined equilibrium in a rather casual way as a restriction onmoments
of the joint distribution of return and aggregate risk (see (1.34)) such
that demand for securities equals their supply. But, in the context of the
CAPM, we already hinted that existence of equilibrium and equilibration
(price discovery) are not foregone conclusions, and hence, deserve some
attention. We will first discuss existence of equilibrium.

One difficulty with proving existence of equilibrium is that prices
are only implicit in the asset-pricing restrictions. In fact, returns are non-
linear functions of beginning-of-period prices, so that a set of prices may
not exist such that (1.34) holds.

There is a graver difficulty. In a dynamic context, end-of-period pay-
offs are the sum of dividends plus the prices at the beginning of the next
period, and hence, are endogenous to the model. We can take prices at
the beginning of the next period to be equilibrium prices, but we do have
to formulate how investors form beliefs about the distribution of future
prices, or at least hypothesize what these beliefs are.

This issue did not come up in the complete-markets world of Arrow
and Debreu. In it, all risks are supposed to be insurable at all times. Thus
all possibilities are already priced at time zero by means of a straightfor-
ward Walrasian equilibrium,6 and investors can simply read the future
pricing of risks in the pattern of prices of AD securities with different
maturities (see Debreu [1959]).

In the general context, the standard solution due to Radner makes
a stronger assumption about agents’ predictive capabilities. It is hypoth-
esized that investors can list tomorrow’s states, and, for each state, write
down what securities prices would be. In this case the investors know the

6. A Walrasian equilibrium is defined to be the set of prices such that, if investors
submit their securities demands for those prices, total demand equals total supply.
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mapping from states to prices. This hypothesis has become known as ra-
tional expectations (RE; see Radner [1972]).

In part, RE originates in the reasonable assumption that investors
should be at least as good as the average economist, and hence, should
be capable of working out equilibriumprices in any given state. The latter
was first suggested by Muth (1961). But to work out equilibrium prices
in future states requires an enormous amount of structural knowledge
about the economy that even the best economist does not have.

It will be important for the remainder of this book that the reader dis-
tinguish between RE and unbiased predictions. To have REmerelymakes
the strong assumption that investors know what prices would obtain in
each possible state. The beliefs that they hold about the chances that
each state occurs may still be wrong, and hence, investors make biased
forecasts. It should be equally clear, however, that RE and the assumption
of unbiased predictions are not entirely unrelated.

Many do not distinguish between RE and unbiased predictions, as-
suming that investors know the future distribution of prices, effectively
stating that they know: (1) the mapping from states to prices; and (2) the
distribution of states. In other words, investors’ beliefs are right. The
assumption is motivated by the concern that stationarity of equilibrium
return distributions will not obtain if investors’ beliefs can be wrong. If
investors realize that they are wrong, they learn, and hence, the state vec-
tor (xt) should include their beliefs. Hopefully, beliefs converge. If so, the
state vector does not constitute a stationary (i.e., time-invariant) process.
Yet, stationarity facilitates empirical research, as will be discussed in the
next chapter.

Even if investors’ beliefs are correct, the existence of stationary equi-
libria is not a foregone conclusion. By correct beliefs we mean that the
probability measure with which investors assess uncertainty coincides
with the probability measure with which states are factually drawn. This
is the assumption that Lucas made in deriving his asset-pricing model,
discussed in earlier sections. Lucas referred to it as rational expectations,
but, to distinguish it from Radner’s notion, we will refer to it as Lucas-RE.

To study the existence of equilibrium in Lucas’ framework, we obvi-
ously cannot work with returns, and must write the equilibrium restric-
tions explicitly in terms of prices. This also means, among other things,
that the stochastic shocks now cannot be identified as returns. Instead,
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only the dividends that enter the return can be considered as shocks. Let
D ′
n denote the end-of-period dividend of security n.7 D

′
n will be the nth

shock. The existence of equilibrium becomes a question of the existence
of a fixed point in a mapping, as is now shown.

Decompose the return into prices and dividends:

Rn = P
′
n + D ′

n

Pn
.

The question is: does there exist a function φn mapping the state into the
positive part of the real line, such that:

P ′
n = φn(x ′),

Pn = φn(x),

and the equilibrium condition (1.28) holds? Equivalently, does there
exist a mapping φ such that:

δE

[
∂ũ(c ′A)
∂c ′

∂ũ(cA)
∂c

(φn(x ′) + Dn)|x
]

= φn(x), [1.39]

for all n. In more abstract notation: does there exist a fixed point8 to the
function G, mapping functions into functions, where:

G (φn)(·) = δE

[
∂ũ(c ′A)
∂c ′

∂ũ(cA)
∂c

(φn(x ′) + Dn)|·
]
?

Under particular assumptions, Lucas demonstrates that the answer
is affirmative. This is comforting, because it means that our asset-pricing
theory makes sense after all.

1.13 Price Discovery

In addition to the existence of equilibrium, one wonders how financial
markets equilibrate. In general equilibrium theory, this question has tra-
ditionally been cast in terms of the stability of equilibrium: if an economy
is kicked off its equilibrium, will it return to it? There is an extensive liter-
ature on this in the context of the Arrow-Debreumodel (see, e.g., Negishi

7. We could also insist that the dividends add up to the end-of-period consumption
(
∑N
n=1 D

′
n = c ′A), but this is not necessary.

8. The fixed point is the value φn such that G (φn)(x) = φn(x), for all x .
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[1962], Arrow and Hahn [1971]). But we have just concluded that our
asset-pricing models require a more sophisticated notion of equilibrium
than theWalrasian equilibrium that is used in Arrow andDebreu’s world,
namely, RE.

Most of the analysis to date has focused on how amarket would learn
the mapping from states to prices that is a crucial component of the RE
equilibrium. Nice examples are Jordan (1985) and Marcet and Sargent
(1989). Little attention is paid, however, to the question of how financial
markets equilibrate given that this mapping is known, perhaps because
the analyses are done using static models.

We will see that there may be problems here even within a simple
CAPM example.

We need a model of price discovery. We have been assuming com-
petitive behavior so far (i.e., investors cannot control their environment
beyond their own consumption and investment policies). We will con-
tinue tomake the assumption, rather than delve into strategic (i.e., game-
theoretic) models of price discovery. Game-theoretic models have be-
come popular in an area referred to as market microstructure theory.9

The prototype competitive price-discovery model is the Walrasian taton-
nement . An auctioneer calls out a set of prices for all securities, investors
reveal their demand at these prices, and the auctioneer collects the de-
mands. If the total excess demand for a security is nonzero, the auction-
eer calls out new prices, and a new round of demand revelation starts.
The process stops if all markets clear. In the adjustment between rounds,
the auctioneer could simply change the price of a security in the direc-

9. Market microstructure models, starting with Kyle (1985) and Glosten and Milgrom
(1985), study how a market discovers an asset’s “liquidation value,” and hence, can also
be considered equilibrium price-discovery models if the liquidation value is interpreted
as equilibrium price. But these models are also equilibrium models, and beg the question
of how their equilibrium is discovered. That is, the issue of equilibration is pushed back
just one step. Many other aspects of market microstructure models make them less obvious
candidates as models of price discovery of the equilibria in asset-pricing theory: because
they are game-theoretic, market microstructure models make far stronger assumptions
about common knowledge; categorization of traders into the classes of market makers,
noise traders, and discretionary liquidity traders is absent from asset-pricing theory; risk
neutrality is often assumed, whereas risk aversion is at the core of asset-pricing theory;
etc. Finally, most market microstructure models focus on information aggregation—an
issue that is largely ignored in the asset-pricing theory that has been used to explain
historical data.
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tion of the excess demand: if it is negative, raise the price; if it is positive,
lower the price. We will use this simple adjustment process.

In the standard tatonnement process, there is no trade until all mar-
kets clear. A more realistic model of price discovery would have trade
take place in eachmarket, perhaps by randomly assigning demand to the
suppliers when excess demand is positive, or randomly assigning supply
to demanders when excess demand is negative. Models of price discov-
ery with intermediate trading are referred to as nontatonnement. In the
simple CAPM example given below, however, intermediate trading will
be shown not to affect the evolution of prices. Hence, the distinction
between tatonnement and nontatonnement is inconsequential as far as
the evolution of prices is concerned.

The tatonnement process need not be taken literally, of course.
There need not be an auctioneer, no rounds, etc. The mathematics will
reflect only the essential parts: (1) investors cannot affect the adjust-
ment process (competition); (2) adjustment works through prices, with
prices changing as a function of demand pressure. Everything else is im-
material.

To focus on price discovery, we will concentrate on the static (one-
period) case, which means that investors consume their entire end-of-
period wealth. In addition, we will exclude consumption in the beginning
of the period. This way, themodel will be ready to be used to analyze some
of the experimental results we will talk about in Chapter 4.

With the exception of the previous section, we have been working
with returns rather than prices. An analysis of price discovery, however,
requires that one explicitly state the problem in terms of prices. This
means that we will have to redefine a few variables. We will also drop
unnecessary conditioning, which would clutter the notation. Hence, the
state variable x will be one-dimensional, and measure only an investor’s
wealth. On the other hand, we will have to explicitly consider differences
among investors. We will introduce the index j to identify Q types of
investors, distinguishable in terms of their risk aversion: j = 1, . . . ,Q . (It
will not be necessary to distinguish investors according to their wealth,
because we are going to assume constant absolute risk aversion.)

We will generate the CAPM here by assuming normally distributed
returns. In this case, preferences trade-off means against variance (the
only two parameters in the normal distribution). Moreover, we will as-
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sume constant absolute risk aversion, which implies that the trade-off
between mean and variance will be independent of wealth.

As before, we will assume that a riskfree security exists. To facilitate
notation, however, we will count N + 1 securities, the first one (security
n = 0) being the riskfree security, and the remaining securities, n =
1, . . . ,N , being risky.

The price of the riskfree security will be used as numeraire at the
beginning of the period, and it is assumed to pay one dollar at the end of
the period. Investor j demands h j units of the riskfree security. In terms
of the earlier notation (with the addition of the subscript j , to identify
the investor):

y j , 0 = h j .
Investor j demands z j ,n units of each of the N risky securities. Security n
carries a price of Pn . The latter is a normalized price, expressed in terms
of the price of the riskfree security (rather than beginning-of-period
dollars). Hence, in terms of the earlier notation:

y j ,n = z j ,nPn,
where n = 1, . . . ,N .

It will be easier to switch to vector notation. In particular, let z j
denote the vector of units of the risky securities that investor j demands:
z j = [z j ,n]n=1,...,N . Similarly, let P denote the vector of the beginning-of-
period prices of the n risky securities: P = [Pn]n=1,...,N .

Let Dn denote the dollar payoff of security n at the end of the period.
From what we said before, D 0 = 1. For the risky securities, let D denote
the vector of their payoffs (D = [Dn]n=1,...,N ). Let µ denote the vector
of expected payoffs (µ = [µn]n=1,...,N ) and let � denote the covariance
matrix,

� = [cov(Dw ,Dv)]w=1,...,N ;v=1,...,N .

We assume that all investors agree on the means, variances, and covari-
ances (i.e., beliefs are homogeneous).

Investor j ’s end-of-period utility, û j , will be a function only of h j and
z j . In particular,

û j (h j , z j ) = h j + zTj µ − b j
2
zTj �z j , [1.40]
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where T denotes transpose. The parameter b j measures investor j ’s risk
aversion (trade-off betweenmean and variance). It is assumed to be inde-
pendent of wealth (i.e., the investor has constant absolute risk aversion).

At the beginning of the period there is no consumption, but investor
j is endowed with a certain number h 0j of riskfree securities, and a vector
z 0j of risky securities. Therefore, her budget constraint becomes:

h j + PT z j = h 0j + PT z 0j . [1.41]

We can ignore discounting, because this is a static model.
Standard maximization of the utility (1.40) subject to the budget

constraint in (1.41) generates the following first-order conditions:

z j = 1
b j

�−1(µ − λj P ),

where λj is the Lagrange multiplier, which equals 1, from the first-order
condition of the demand for the riskfree security. This means:

z j = 1
b j

�−1(µ − P ). [1.42]

Incidentally, notice that we have here an example of portfolio separa-
tion. In (1.42), only the scalar b j is specific to an individual. That is, up to
a scaling constant, demand for risky securities is the same for everybody,
namely,

�−1(µ − P ).
The latter can be written as the weights of a benchmark portfolio, by normal-
ization:

�−1(µ − P)/1̂T �−1(µ − P),

where 1̂ denotes a vector of ones.
With an equal number of investors of each type, total excess demand

is just the sum of h j − h 0j (riskfree security) and z j − z 0j (risky securities).
In equilibrium, prices must be such that:

Q∑
j=1

(h j − h 0j ) = 0,

and
Q∑
j=1

(z j − z 0j ) = 0.
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The latter can be solved for prices (the former will then automatically be
satisfied), which generates:

P = µ − 1∑Q
j=1

1
b j

�z 0, [1.43]

where z 0 denotes the vector of total initial holdings, that is,

z 0 =
Q∑
j=1
z 0j .

Although it may not be immediately clear, the equilibrium in (1.43)
is the CAPM. (In an exercise, the reader is asked to verify the link be-
tween (1.43) and (1.26).) As an aside, note that existence is not an issue
here, and that the equilibrium is unique.

Now let us introduce tatonnement. Let r measure time in the taton-
nement process. Rounds are held at regular intervals #r , at times ri
(i = 1, 2, . . .). The price that is called in round i is Pri , and the revealed
demand for riskfree securities is hj ,ri ; that for risky securities is z j ,ri . Be-
tween rounds, the auctioneer adjusts the prices in proportion to the ex-
cess demand:

#Pr = Pri − Pri−1 =

 Q∑
j=1
z j ,ri−1 − z 0


#r .

Plug in the formula for individual demands (1.43) to obtain:

#Pr =

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j

�−1(µ − Pri−1) − z 0

#r . [1.44]

To facilitate the analysis, let the interval between two tatonnement
rounds become smaller and smaller:#r → 0. In the limit, we get contin-
uous adjustment. Let dP /dr denote the vector of derivatives of the price
path with respect to tatonnement time. Simple algebra (see exercises)
reveals:

dP
dr

+

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j


�−1P = K , [1.45]

where the vector of constants K equals:

K =

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j


�−1µ − z 0.
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This is a standard system of ordinary differential equations.
In the exercises, the reader is asked to verify the following:

1. The unique stationary point of the system is the equilibrium
in (1.43).

2. The system is globally stable (i.e., solutions converge to the
stationary point from anywhere in the price space).

These points provide an answer to the question we set out to tackle,
namely, how can markets find the CAPM equilibrium? We proposed that
markets adjust as in our tatonnement model, and confirmed that, if so,
they would discover equilibrium from anywhere in the price space.

There are at least two aspects of our tatonnement adjustment process
that can be criticized. First, no transactions take place until the process
has converged. In most financial markets (including the experimental
markets of Chapter 3), transactions take place continuously, whether the
market is in or out of equilibrium. That is, realistic price adjustment is
nontatonnement.

Consequently, we should ask how robust our findings are to interme-
diate trade. They are unaffected, because of our assumption of constant
absolute risk aversion, which implies that the aggregate excess demand,
and hence, the price adjustment is independent of investors’ wealth
(see (1.44)). In other words, no matter how much investors gain or lose
in the off-equilibrium transactions, it does not influence their demand
in subsequent rounds.

Another way to see this is to notice that the equilibrium prices do not
depend on the distribution of initial endowments of risky securities, but
only on the total supply, z 0 (see (1.43)).

A second potential criticism concerns the adjustment of the price of
the riskfree security. It is implicitly assumed in the standard tatonnement
process that the riskfree security does not adjust independently to its own
excess demand. This is because the entire analysis is carried out in terms
of relative prices: the prices of the risky securities are expressed in terms
of that of the riskfree security, and these relative prices adjust only to
excess demand in their own market (see (1.44)).

Walrasian equilibrium restricts only relative prices, and our equilib-
rium is Walrasian. Therefore, it is standard practice to normalize the
prices in terms of the price of some numeraire (in our case: the risk-
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free security).10 One then carries out tatonnement analysis, as if the nor-
malization that is justified in equilibrium remains possible out of equi-
librium. It may, but it does imply a special adjustment process, because
it does not allow the price of the numeraire to change separately as a
function of excess demand in its own market.

The simplest way to force the excess demand in the numeraire to
affect the price discovery process is to subtract it from the adjustment
equation for each relative price. In our case, (1.44) changes to:

#Pr =

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j

�−1(µ − Pri−1) − z 0 −

 Q∑
j=1
hj ,ri−1 − h 0


 1̂


#r , [1.46]

where 1̂ denotes a vector of ones, and h 0 is the aggregate supply of
riskfree securities (h 0 = ∑Q

j=1 h
0
j ). If the excess demand for the riskfree

security is positive, its absolute price increases, and hence, the relative
prices of the risky securities decrease. The opposite is true if the excess
demand for the riskfree security is negative.

In the limit, the price adjustment process in (1.46) becomes a system
of ordinary differential equations:

dP
dr

+

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j


�−1P −


[ Q∑

j=1

1
b j
]
[
�−1µ

] − z 0


T

P 1̂

+

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j


PT�−1P 1̂ = K , [1.47]

where the vector of constants K equals:

K =

 Q∑
j=1

1
b j


�−1µ − z 0.

This is Abel’s system of ordinary differential equations of the first kind.
The system in (1.47) has several interesting properties. We single out

two of them, relevant for our analysis. Exercises allow the reader to verify
these:

10. Incidentally, in a RE equilibrium, one cannot readily normalize prices because
absolute prices may carry information that is lost in the normalization.
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1. The system can have several stationary points; only one of them is
the CAPM equilibrium in (1.43).

2. The system is not globally stable, and the CAPM equilibrium may
or may not be locally stable. The latter means that even if prices
start out close to the equilibrium, they may never reach it.

These conclusions are troubling. They demonstrate that price dis-
covery in the CAPM environment may be problematic if the price in the
market for the riskfree security adjusts separately to its own excess de-
mand, rather than through the excess demand in the risky securities, as
in standard tatonnement analysis.

The latter demonstrates that the issue of price discovery in finan-
cial markets deserves far more attention than it has received so far. This
section provides a framework for thinking about price discovery by stay-
ing within the competitive paradigm, rather than moving into strategic
issues, which would undoubtedly complicate things.

Exercises

1. Prove (1.5), which is an application of the envelope theorem.
2. Prove that γ = δ in (1.13). (δ is defined in (1.1).)
3. Prove (1.22).
4. Demonstrate that portfolio separation obtains for general risk-
averse preferences (i.e., dũ(c)/dc > 0, d 2ũ(c)/dc 2 < 0) when
(1.23) holds.

5. Prove that (1.21) holds in projections of excess returns on indi-
vidual securities onto that of the market portfolio when the latter
minimizes variance of return for a given mean (excess return).

6. Derive (1.30) and (1.31). (Hint: If lnX is normally distributed with
mean µ and variance σ 2, then X is lognormal with mean eµ+ 1

2 σ
2

and variance e2µ+σ 2
(eσ

2 − 1).)
7. Derive the Bellman function for a standard portfolio problem
using the nonseparable utility function in (1.37), write down the
first-order conditions, and use the envelope condition to prove (*).

8. Show that (1.26) and (1.43) are identical.
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9. Prove that (1.45) has a unique stationary point, namely (1.43), and
that the system is stable at this point.

10. Prove that (1.47) has multiple stationary points (how many ex-
actly?), and evaluate stability at each point. Is (1.43) a stationary
point, and, if so, is it always stable?




